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Abstract. Many of the world’s active volcanoes are situated
on or near coastlines. During eruptions, diverse geophysical
mass ﬂows, including pyroclastic ﬂows, debris avalanches,
and lahars, can deliver large volumes of unconsolidated de-
bris to the ocean in a short period of time and thereby gen-
erate tsunamis. Deposits of both hot and cold volcanic mass
ﬂows produced by eruptions of Aleutian arc volcanoes are
exposed at many locations along the coastlines of the Bering
Sea, North Paciﬁc Ocean, and Cook Inlet, indicating that
the ﬂows entered the sea and in some cases may have ini-
tiated tsunamis. We evaluate the process of tsunami gener-
ation by cold granular subaerial volcanic mass ﬂows using
examples from Augustine Volcano in southern Cook Inlet.
Augustine Volcano is the most historically active volcano in
the Cook Inlet region, and future eruptions, should they lead
to debris-avalanche formation and tsunami generation, could
be hazardous to some coastal areas. Geological investiga-
tions at Augustine Volcano suggest that as many as 12–14
debris avalanches have reached the sea in the last 2000 years,
and a debris avalanche emplaced during an A.D. 1883 erup-
tion may have initiated a tsunami that was observed about
80km east of the volcano at the village of English Bay (Nan-
walek) on the coast of the southern Kenai Peninsula. Nu-
merical simulation of mass-ﬂow motion, tsunami generation,
propagation, and inundation for Augustine Volcano indicate
only modest wave generation by volcanic mass ﬂows and lo-
calized wave effects. However, for east-directed mass ﬂows
entering Cook Inlet, tsunamis are capable of reaching the
more populated coastlines of the southwestern Kenai Penin-
sula, where maximum water amplitudes of several meters are
possible.
Correspondence to: C. F. Waythomas
(chris@usgs.gov)
1 Introduction
Many of the world’s active volcanoes are located within a
few tens of kilometers of the sea or other large bodies of wa-
ter. During eruptions, large volumes of volcaniclastic debris
may enter nearby water bodies, and under certain conditions,
this process may initiate tsunamis (Tinti et al., 1999; Tinti
et al., 2003). Worldwide, tsunamis caused by volcanic erup-
tions are somewhat infrequent (Latter, 1981); however, doc-
umented historical cases illustrate that loss of life and prop-
erty has been signiﬁcant, sometimes involving thousands of
fatalities (Blong, 1984). Thus, it is generally recognized that
tsunami generation by volcanic processes is an important and
credible hazard.
Volcanic mass ﬂows such as debris avalanches, lahars
(volcanic mudﬂows), and pyroclastic ﬂows and surges com-
monly develop during moderate to large eruptions (>VEI 2;
Newhall and Self, 1982) and they may reach the sea tens of
kilometers from their source. Other volcanic processes, such
as ﬂank collapse, lateral blast, and pyroclastic fall may in-
troduce material directly into the water which can also trig-
ger tsunamis (Tinti et al., 1999; Ward and Day, 2001; Watts
and Waythomas, 2004). In Alaska, many of the volcanoes
of the Aleutian volcanic arc (Fig. 1) are partly or entirely
surrounded by water, and volcanic mass ﬂows of various
types have entered the sea many times in the past 5–10ka
(Waythomas and Watts, 2003). Although only a few histori-
cal accounts of water waves generated by subaerial volcanic
mass ﬂows and other volcanic processes have been reported
in Alaska (Lander, 1996), the combination of an active is-
land arc setting surrounded by deep water suggests that vol-
canogenic waves may be more signiﬁcant than presently re-
alized.
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Fig. 1. Location of Augustine Volcano in south-central Alaska and
towns and villages along the Cook Inlet coastline. Black triangles
locate other volcanoes in the Cook Inlet region.
Here, we focus attention on the process of tsunami gener-
ation by volcanic debris avalanches which are gravity driven
mass ﬂows of cold, dry, volcaniclastic debris (Ui, 1983;
Siebert, 1984). We ﬁrst deﬁne potential tsunami sources
by making reference to the morphological characteristics of
debris-avalanche deposits on Augustine Volcano, an island
volcano in southern Cook Inlet, Alaska (Fig. 1). Then we
describe the process of tsunami generation and an analyti-
cal procedure for estimating initial tsunami amplitude and
wavelength. We chose Augustine Volcano to illustrate our
method because the volcano is situated at the entrance to
Cook Inlet, a major transportation and economic thorough-
fare for Alaska, and is located within a few hundred kilome-
ters of several towns and villages along the coastline (Fig. 1).
Augustine is also known to have produced numerous debris
avalanches that reached the sea in the past several millen-
nia (B´ eg´ et and Kienle, 1992; Waitt et al., 1996). It seems
reasonable that some of these debris avalanches may have
produced tsunamis (Kienle et al., 1987), although geologic
evidence for tsunamis that may have reached the Cook In-
let coastline remains somewhat controversial (Waythomas,
2000). We evaluate conditions required for tsunami genera-
tion by debris avalanche, evaluate potential far-ﬁeld effects,
and present a variety of maps depicting the extent of haz-
ard associated with tsunamis reaching coastlines in southern
Cook Inlet. The analytical approach we present is ﬂexible
and may be easily applied to other volcanoes in the Aleutian
arc as well as to other coastal volcanic centers where debris
avalanche is a potential tsunami source.
2 Debris avalanche on Augustine Volcano: potential
tsunami source
Debris-avalanche deposits are ubiquitous in all quadrants on
the ﬂanks of Augustine Volcano (B´ eg´ et and Kienle, 1992;
Waitt et al., 1996). Most of these deposits, which record
the collapse of summit lava domes and ﬂows, consist of
unsorted mixtures of bouldery rock debris, gravel, sand
and silt. Debris-avalanche deposits are exposed in coastal
bluffs around Augustine Island and are also inferred in areas
just off shore, particularly on the east side of the volcano,
where zones of hummocky, irregular bathymetry are present
(Fig. 2). Geologic studies of the deposits on Augustine Is-
land have documented at least 12 debris-avalanche deposits,
all younger than about 3500calyr.B.P. (B´ eg´ et and Kienle,
1992; Waitt et al., 1996). These deposits are exposed along
the modern shoreline of Augustine Island indicating that they
traveled at least as far as the near shore zone around the is-
land.
Augustine Volcano is the most historically active volcano
in the Cook Inlet region (Miller et al., 1998) and has had
six major eruptions since 1883, including an ongoing erup-
tion that began in December 2005. However, only the 1883
eruption had a large associated debris avalanche, deposits
of which are found at Burr Point on the north coast of Au-
gustine Island (Fig. 2). A slightly older eruption at 300–
500calyr.B.P. also produced a debris avalanche that formed
what is now West Island (Fig. 2; Siebert et al., 1995). The
young West Island and Burr Point debris-avalanche deposits
clearly record large (>0.5km3) volcanic mass ﬂows that en-
tered the water of southern Cook Inlet under oceanographic
conditions essentially the same as today. These ﬂows also
are representative of the size and extent of other debris-
avalanche deposits on Augustine Volcano (B´ eg´ et and Kienle,
1992) and are thus reasonable analogs for future events. A
brief description of the Burr Point and West Island debris-
avalanche deposits is given next to provide some context for
our analysis of tsunami generation by debris avalanche.
2.1 Burr Point debris-avalanche deposit
The Burr Point debris-avalanche deposit is located on the
north coast of Augustine Island (Fig. 2). Most of the de-
posit is buried by younger volcaniclastic debris, mainly
pyroclastic-ﬂow deposits erupted in 1976, 1986, and 2006.
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Fig. 2. Bathymetric map of sea ﬂoor in the vicinity of Augustine Volcano and location of major bays and coves in the area. Also shown
are the approximate ﬂow paths of known debris- avalanche deposits (Waitt et al., 1996) and the approximate offshore extent of hummocky
topography interpreted as debris-avalanche deposits.
The distal, seaward part of the deposit has been extensively
reworked and modiﬁed by tidal erosion (tide range is 6–8m)
and storm waves. Some of the unmodiﬁed debris avalanche
hummocksareoverlainbytephrafromtheA.D.1912Katmai
eruption and at least one ﬁne tephra of unknown but probable
Augustine origin (Waitt et al., 1996). The Burr Point debris-
avalanche deposit is thus older than 1912 and is thought to
have formed during the 1883 eruption of Augustine Volcano
(Siebert et al., 1995; Waitt et al., 1996). According to his-
torical reports, the 1883 eruption occurred when Cook Inlet
was at or near low tide (Davidson, 1884). Thus, the Burr
Point debris avalanche did not ﬂow directly from Augustine
Island into the sea, but crossed a low relief tidal ﬂat several
kilometers wide before entering the shallow water of Cook
Inlet.
The subaerially exposed portion of the debris-avalanche
deposit is about 3.8km wide, 2.1km long and about 6m
thick, but individual hummocks and blocks have up to 10m
of relief. Although the total volume of the debris-avalanche
deposit is difﬁcult to determine because some of it is sub-
merged and other parts are covered by younger pyroclas-
tic debris, we estimate that about 8.8×107 m3 of the debris
avalanche entered the sea (Table 1). For comparison, the
tsunami producing debris avalanches at Unzen and Koma-
gatake volcanoes in Japan had volumes of about 3×108 m3
and the well known debris avalanche at Mt. St. Helens
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Table 1. Geometric properties of debris-avalanche deposits used for tsunami source computations.
Burr Point deposit West Island deposit East directed mass ﬂow (hypothetical)
Width at shoreline (m) 5000 5000 5000
Run out length (m) 4250 3260 9330
Average thickness (m) 6 10 6
Submerged debris avalanche volume (cubic meters) 8.8×107 2.1×108 8.8×107
Orientation of ﬂow path (deg) 12 290 90
volcano in the U.S. had a volume of about 2.5×109 m3
(Siebert, 1996).
2.2 West Island debris-avalanche deposit
West Island is a prominent debris-avalanche deposit on the
northwest side of Augustine Island (Fig. 2) that formed dur-
ing an eruption 300–500cal.yrB.P. (Siebert et al., 1995;
Waitt et al., 1996). The subaerially exposed portion of the
West Island deposit is about 3.2km wide, 1.9km long and
about 6m thick. The submarine extent of the deposit is
shown on Fig. 2 and the approximate volume of the deposit
that entered Cook Inlet is about 2.1×108 m3 (Table 1).
Some areas of West Island have been geomorphically
modiﬁed by the combined effects of tidal inundation asso-
ciated with a 6–8m tide range, storm surge and possibly ero-
sion by tsunami. Previous studies suggested that the eroded
character of West Island is the result of a “great rush of wa-
ter” across parts of the debris avalanche deposit somehow
associated with translation of the debris avalanche into the
sea (Waitt et al., 1996).
3 Debris avalanche motion
Volcanic debris avalanches are free surface gravity driven
ﬂows of dry granular debris, containing particles ranging in
size from tens of meters to a few centimeters in diameter.
They typically form when a portion of a volcanic ediﬁce
becomes unstable and fails, producing a volcanic landslide
that transforms to a rapidly moving volcanic rock avalanche.
Usually the ﬂows are unconﬁned and form radially dispersed
debris aprons on the lower ﬂanks of their source volca-
noes (Siebert, 1984). Some well-known examples include
the debris-avalanche deposit at Mt. Shasta (Crandell et al.,
1984), and the debris-avalanche deposits at Bandai and Un-
zen Volcanoes (Siebert et al., 1987). The sedimentological
characteristics of debris-avalanche deposits are described in
Ui (1983) and Ui et al. (1986). Because we use a volcanic de-
bris avalanche as a tsunami source, it is necessary to describe
how the avalanche moves down the ﬂank of the volcano and
how we estimate the velocity of the debris avalanche where
it strikes the sea.
Precise numerical descriptions of the temporal evolution
of gravity driven subaerial mass ﬂows require data and in-
formation generally unattainable from study of static mass
ﬂow deposits (e.g., Iverson and Denlinger, 2001; Iverson and
Vallance, 2001). A simpler but more approximate approach
for describing mass ﬂow motion is to use standard equations
of motion to evaluate the center of mass translation along
the ﬂank of the volcano (Voight and Sousa, 1994; Watts,
1997; H¨ urlimann et al., 2000; Watts et al., 2003; Watts and
Waythomas, 2004). This approach was used by Walder et
al. (2003) and Walder et al. (2006) to describe the motion
of tsunamigenic subaerial debris ﬂows. Here we implement
these ideas into a general model of gravity current center of
mass motion that is appropriate for describing the movement
of rock avalanches on volcanic slopes.
To develop our model, we consider a gravity driven mass
ﬂow moving down a ﬁnite, planar slope segment inclined at
angle θ to the horizontal. We discretize the slope into piece-
wise linear segments where each segment is of constant θ.
An equation of motion for instantaneous velocity u(t) along
each planar segment has the form:
du
dt
≈
B
A
−
C
A
u2 (1)
Where the ﬁrst term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) rep-
resents both gravitational acceleration and the effect of bed
friction, and the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (1)
represents drag by the ambient ﬂuid (air or water). The co-
efﬁcients A≡(ρb+Cmρo), B≡(ρb−ρo)g (sinθ−Cn cosθ),
and C≡ρoCd/2L are slowly varying functions of time and
are discussed more fully in Watts (1997). In these three
coefﬁcients, ρb is the instantaneous bulk density, ρo is the
ambient ﬂuid density, Cm is the added mass coefﬁcient, g
is gravitational acceleration, Cn denotes the instantaneous
Coulomb friction coefﬁcient, Cd is the total drag coefﬁ-
cient, and L is the instantaneous mass ﬂow length. Plausible
bounds for the coefﬁcients are 0.9<Cm≤1.8, 0.05≤Cn≤0.6,
and 0.7≤Cd<2.1, depending on the type of failure, slope ge-
ometry, materials involved, and type of motion experienced
(Watts, 1998; GrilliandWatts, 1999; Wattsetal., 2000; Grilli
et al., 2002; Enet et al., 2003; Brodsky et al., 2003; Watts
and Waythomas, 2004). During subaerial motion, ﬂuid drag
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is negligible and thus u(t) depends primarily on the instan-
taneous value of the coefﬁcient B.
We consider mass ﬂow motion over discrete time steps
1t, where 1t=t−ti the time difference between the begin-
ning and end of the time step, and with the initial condition
u(ti)=ui. If B>0 (accelerating ﬂow), then the mass ﬂow
velocity changes according to
u(t) ∼ =
r
B
C
tanh
h√
B C(t − ti)

A
i
+ ui
q
C

B
1 + ui
q
C

B tanh
h√
B C(t − ti)

A
i (2)
If B< 0 (decelerating ﬂow) one ﬁnds
u(t) ∼ =
r
B
C
ui
q
C

B − tan
h√
B C(t − ti)

A
i
1 + ui
q
C

B tan
h√
B C(t − ti)

A
i (3)
Equation (3) improves on the approximate solution for u(t)
given by Watts and Waythomas (2004) and is a better so-
lution for mass ﬂow velocity than that obtained from slide
block models of mass ﬂow motion (Waythomas, 2000). Fi-
nally, if B=0, then
u(t) ∼ =
ui
1 + ui C (t − ti)

A
(4)
Calculation of u(t) typically starts with ui=0 at ti=0 on a
steep slope and is updated by Eqs. (1)–(4) at each time step
1t until the mass ﬂow comes to rest. We solve for position
s (t) along the incline by integrating the velocity u(t) numer-
ically over time.
We now consider how to scale the deformation of the de-
bris avalanche. If no center of mass motion exists, then no
motion occurs and there can be no deformation. Therefore,
deformation of the debris avalanche is entirely related to cen-
ter of mass motion. It is reasonable to use the center of mass
motion s (t) as a length scale, rather than the dimensions of
the landslide itself (i.e., length, width, thickness). The center
of mass motion s (t) drives landslide deformation, and the
center of mass motion s (t) in turn depends on the dimen-
sions of the debris avalanche. Watts (1998) used center of
mass motion to scale tsunami amplitude, and below we use
s (t) to scale deformation of the debris avalanche; this ap-
proach is based on the preliminary work of Watts and Grilli
(2003).
To account for changes in the shape of the mass ﬂow that
occur during transport, some aspects of internal deformation
are parameterized in terms of the center of mass motion.
These parameters include an acceleration coefﬁcient ka, a
coefﬁcient accounting for deformation at the snout or nose
of the mass ﬂow kn, and a length coefﬁcient kl. The mass
ﬂow center of mass position s (t) can be shifted down slope
as internal deformation takes place, amplifying the center of
mass acceleration as found by Watts and Grilli (2003). We
account for this process approximately by a simple correc-
tion applied to the velocity: the value of (u) initially calcu-
lated from Eqs. (2), (3), or (4), here denoted as ˜ u, is adjusted
by u≈ui+ka (˜ u−ui), where ka≥1 is a coefﬁcient of order
unity that accounts for the ampliﬁed center of mass accelera-
tion or deceleration while the mass is shifting. If ka=1, then
u=˜ u; if ka>1,then any velocity change in the center of mass
is ampliﬁed by the deformation of the debris avalanche. If
(˜ u−ui)>0, the mass is accelerating, and if (˜ u−ui)<0, the
mass is decelerating. Similarly, the nose position N (t) over
time can be approximated by adjusting the velocity accord-
ing to u≈ui+kn (˜ u−ui), where kn≥1 is a coefﬁcient of order
unity that accounts for lateral spreading between the center
of mass and the nose. This captures the faster motion of the
debris avalanche nose relative to the center of mass as shown
graphically in Watts and Grilli (2003). The same formula is
used because the process of deformation is the same for ka
and kn. The mass ﬂow length as a function of time L(t) can
be approximated by L(t)=L(0)+kls (t), where kl≥0 is a co-
efﬁcient of order unity that relates mass ﬂow length to cen-
ter of mass displacement. The center of mass motion s (t)
was found to be the correct length scale for debris avalanche
deformation by Watts and Grilli (2003). Mass ﬂow thick-
ness is estimated from conservation of mass and the three
deformation coefﬁcients have values in the range 1≤ka<2,
1≤kn<1.4, and 0≤kl<0.8. These values are based on exper-
imental results (Watts, 1997; Fritz, 2002), numerical analysis
(Watts and Grilli, 2003; Locat, et al., 2004), and case studies
of mass ﬂow tsunami generation (Greene et al., 2006; Walder
et al., 2006).
We use the model described by Eqs. (1)–(4) to evaluate
the center of mass motion of volcanic mass ﬂows down the
ﬂank of Augustine Volcano to the coastline where they en-
ter the sea. We use the model to solve for mass ﬂow impact
velocity UI, duration of underwater motion tu, and length
of underwater run out ru, then use these results to construct
tsunami sources. We evaluate mass ﬂows analogous to the
Burr Point and West Island debris avalanches and a hypo-
thetical debris avalanche on the east ﬂank of Augustine Vol-
cano that has the same submerged volume as inferred for the
Burr Point deposit. To do this, we use a submerged volume
V=8.8×107 m3 for a mass ﬂow entering the sea at Burr Point
and on the east ﬂank, and V=2.1×108 m3 for a mass ﬂow en-
tering the sea at West Island. We assume that the volume
per unit width is constant, set bulk density ρb=1600kg/m3,
and assume an initial length L(0)=300m. We construct
piecewise linear transects along the mass ﬂow pathways and
use an initial center of mass position at an elevation of 460
m above sea level, 2–4km from the shoreline. We set the
center of mass motion coefﬁcients to Cm=1.17, Cn=0.25,
and Cd=1.44, and use mass ﬂow deformation coefﬁcients
ka=1.4, kn=1.16, and kl=0.35 for the results presented here.
Althoughwedonotverifythisfurther, theinitialtsunamiam-
plitude calculations are not particularly sensitive to expected
variations of these six parameters.
In general, the three modeled mass ﬂows have similar du-
rations of motion, fairly well constrained peak velocities, but
less well constrained distance of underwater run out (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Center of mass velocity versus time for the three mass ﬂows
described in this paper. The velocity at impact with the sea and
timing of arrival also shown.
Estimates of run out distance are primarily a function of the
initial position of the mass ﬂow center of mass. For all three
mass ﬂows, impact with the water occurred 50–100s after
the onset of initial failure. Our calculations yielded typical
mass ﬂow impact velocities UI∼ =60−120ms−1, duration of
underwater motion tu∼ =125−200s, and distance of underwa-
ter run out ru∼ =4300−9400m.
4 Tsunami generation at Augustine Volcano
4.1 Near shore wave behavior
When a subaerially initiated mass ﬂow strikes the water, the
water and the avalanche interact in a coupled manner until
the mass ﬂow comes to rest on the sea ﬂoor. Recent studies
of impact- generated waves have described the region from
the shoreline to the area where the mass ﬂow stops on the sea
ﬂoor as the splash zone (Walder et al., 2003; Walder et al.,
2006). The splash zone is an area of complicated wave dy-
namics and chaotic water behavior (Fritz et al., 2003a; Fritz
et al., 2003b; Fritz et al., 2004) and for Augustine Volcano,
this zone extends from about 4 to 9km beyond the shoreline.
Beyond the splash zone is a near-ﬁeld zone, and this zone
is the area of the wave domain where a well deﬁned wave
evolves from the splash zone. The far-ﬁeld zone is the region
beyond the near ﬁeld where steady partitioning of potential
and kinetic energy occurs and the leading wave experiences
bottom effects, dispersion, and spreading (Mei, 1983). Be-
causeitmaybenecessarytoevaluatewaveeffectsatavariety
of spatial scales, it is important to recognize that these dis-
tinct zones of wave behavior exist and that each zone is char-
acterized by unique wave properties (Walder et al., 2006).
Perhaps the most dramatic aspects of wave generation by
subaerial mass ﬂows are within the splash zone where ini-
Volcanic mass flow
cavity
outward collapsing
water mass
water
Fi > 3 
Figure 4
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of an outward collapsing water
mass displaced by a mass ﬂow entering the water with an impact
Froude number (Fi)>3.0. This representation captures the essential
features of water behavior in the splash zone.
tial contact with the water body occurs. Wave dynamics in
the splash zone are primarily a function of the velocity at
ﬁrst contact with the water (the impact velocity) and mass
ﬂow geometry. Wave phenomena in the splash zone are com-
plex and difﬁcult to evaluate quantitatively, especially in na-
ture, where it is typically impractical to obtain data on water
behavior. Experimental studies of wave generation by fast-
moving granular material have shown that ﬂow separation
and cavity development may occur in the splash zone, espe-
cially for mass ﬂows with impact Froude numbers (Fi)>1.6
(Fritz, 2002; Fritz et al., 2004). Fi is deﬁned by the relation:
Fi =
vs √
gh
(5)
where vs is the impact speed of the debris avalanche and
h is water depth; Fi relates the impact speed of the debris
avalanchetothepropagationspeedoftheoutgoingwave. For
typical debris avalanches on Augustine Volcano, we estimate
Fi to be in the range 3.2<Fi<9.6 for impact speeds of 50–
150m/s and water depth at the point of impact of 20–25m.
Under these conditions, ﬂow separation and cavity develop-
ment could lead to the formation of an outward collapsing
water cavity and a secondary wave train or bore that follows
theleadingwave(Fig.4). Forwaterdepthstypicalofthenear
shore zone surrounding Augustine Island, which are <25m,
and impact speeds of 50–150m/s, values for Fi are large sug-
gesting that typical debris avalanches entering the sea at Au-
gustine Volcano may displace water as outward collapsing
masses that could evolve or add to a secondary wave train.
4.2 Initial wave development and the near ﬁeld zone
The forgoing discussion provides a contextual framework for
wave behavior in the splash zone. We now describe the char-
acteristics of initial tsunami development in the near-ﬁeld
zone. Previous studies have shown that a well deﬁned and
coherent wave emerges from the splash zone and the prop-
erties of this wave can be used to deﬁne the initial tsunami
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Fig. 5. Map of southern Cook Inlet showing leading wave arrival times (in seconds) for tsunami initiated at Burr Point (location shown by
red star). The simulation results indicate that a tsunami with an amplitude of 0.5m reaches Homer Spit in about 75min.
source (Watts et al., 2003; Walder et al. 2003). Wave height
η(x) in the near ﬁeld is expressed as
η(x) ≈ η0 sech2 (x/λ0) (6)
where the origin is arbitrary provided it is set in the near ﬁeld
beyond the splash zone. The initial wave amplitude (η0) and
wavelength (λ0) are estimated with the following relations:
η0 ≈ 1.32h
"
ts
p
gh3
Vw
#−0.68
(7)
λ0 ≈ 0.27ts
p
gh (8)
where ts is the submerged debris avalanche travel time, g
is acceleration of gravity, h is water depth, and Vw is the
submerged debris-avalanche volume per unit width. Equa-
tion (7) is valid for 2≤ts
p
gh3/Vw≤100. The initial 2-
D condition for computational wave propagation simula-
tion is a water wave whose free-surface shape is given by
Eqs. (6)–(8). Water velocity beneath the wave is determined
from solitary-wave theory (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991; Fritz,
2002).
Using Eqs. (7) and (8) to compute initial tsunami ampli-
tude and wavelength, we ﬁnd that for waves generated by
mass ﬂows similar to the West Island and Burr Point de-
bris avalanches, the maximum wave amplitude is limited
by the water depth around Augustine Island within the run
out zone of volcanic mass ﬂows which is approximately
20–25m (Fig. 2). Thus, for reasonable impact speeds of
50–150m/s, η0 will never be more than about 0.78h (Ko-
mar, 1998) or about 16–20m and λ0 will be in the range
140m<λ0<330m.
4.3 Tsunami propagation beyond the near ﬁeld zone
To complete our description of the initial wave characteris-
tics, we must account for spreading of the wave front as the
initial wave evolves from the near-ﬁeld zone. Water waves
generated by subaerial mass ﬂows tend to be moderately to
strongly nonlinear, as indicated by values of the Ursell pa-
rameter (η0λ2
0/h3) commonly in the range 1 to 100 (Watts
et al., 2003; Walder et al., 2003). Many shallow-water wave
models are not capable of reproducing tsunami inundation
for waves of this sort (Watts et al., 2000, 2003) and another
approach is to use a wave propagation model based on the
Boussinesq approximation which allows the horizontal wa-
ter velocity to vary with depth. We use the public-domain
Boussinesq model FUNWAVE developed by J. T. Kirby and
coworkers at the University of Delaware (Wei et al., 1995).
FUNWAVE handles frequency dispersion in a manner that
correctly simulates deep-water waves, models the ﬂuid me-
chanics of breaking waves, and simulates inundation. The
code properly accounts for wave nonlinearity and handles
frequency dispersion in a manner that correctly simulates
deep-water waves. The ﬁnal debris avalanche tsunami source
is calculated with a numerical Fortran code called TOPICS
(Tsunami Open and Progressive Initial Conditions System;
Watts et al., 2000). The tsunami source from TOPICS is
used as an “initial” condition for the FUNWAVE calcula-
tions. A model called Geowave (Watts et al., 2000, 2003)
couples TOPICS andFUNWAVE. Geowave hasbeenapplied
successfullytoavarietyofcasestudies, includingpyroclastic
ﬂow generated tsunamis (Waythomas and Watts, 2003) and
underwater landslide generated tsunamis (Watts et al., 2003;
Fryer et al., 2004). Geowave has also been used to evaluate
debris ﬂow generated tsunamis in reservoirs (Walder et al.,
2006).
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Fig. 7. Map of southwestern Cook Inlet and Augustine Island show-
ing areas where sediment transport by the tsunami initiated by a
volcanic mass ﬂow entering the sea at Burr Point could occur.
5 Results
The numerical tsunami simulations we present are based
on modern day bathymetric sounding data obtained from
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOS Hydrographic Survey Data, Vol. 1, 2, Ver. 4.1).
These data were discretized to produce a numerical simu-
lation grid with 300×300m spacing. We ﬁrst discuss the
results of our numerical simulations of mass ﬂows entering
Cook Inlet at Burr Point and West Island and then present
results for tsunami generation by a hypothetical mass ﬂow
entering the sea on the east side of Augustine Island.
5.1 Tsunami generation at Burr Point
Using the physical characteristics of the Burr Point debris-
avalanche deposit given in Table 1 and the numerical meth-
ods and simulation techniques described above, we describe
a debris avalanche that reaches the shoreline with a speed
of about 60m/s and travels about 4200m beyond the shore-
line. We ﬁnd that a tsunami generated by a debris avalanche
entering the sea at Burr Point reaches the coastline of the
Iniskin Peninsula due north of Augustine Island in about
25min, arrives at Nanwalek in about 50min, and reaches the
Homer Spit in about 75min (Fig. 5). The maximum water
amplitude of the leading wave of the tsunami is shown on
Fig. 6 for the coastline north of Augustine Island, and for
the coastline of the southwestern Kenai Peninsula. Maxi-
mum tsunami amplitudes on parts of the Iniskin Peninsula
are up to about 9m. For areas on the Kenai Peninsula east of
Augustine Island, maximum tsunami amplitudes are <1m
and at Homer are only about 0.5m (Fig. 6). Our simula-
tion results also indicate that at Nanwalek, where a 6–9m
tsunami was reported during the 1883 eruption of Augustine
Volcano (Davidson, 1884), the maximum tsunami amplitude
is only 1m. The discrepancy among the observed and mod-
eled wave heights indicates that either the historical obser-
vations are erroneous, as discussed in Waythomas (2000), or
the tsunami source parameters we used are incorrect. It is
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difﬁcult to justify using a faster moving, larger volume de-
bris avalanche tsunami source because we can not demon-
strate that higher impact speeds and larger volume ﬂows are
plausible. Also, the shallow water surrounding Augustine Is-
land limits maximum wave amplitude in the near ﬁeld zone
as we have discussed above and if the debris avalanche were
emplaced during low tide an even smaller initial wave would
have resulted. This leaves open the possibility that the de-
bris avalanche at Burr Point may not have been the source of
the 1883 tsunami and some other mechanism, such as a sub-
marine landslide, may have initiated the tsunami observed at
Nanwalek.
A derivative application of our simulation results is a sedi-
ment transport map showing areas along the coastline where
tsunami deposits could form if suitable unconsolidated ma-
terial is available for transport. Using the numerical methods
describedinWalderetal.(2006), amapofsedimenttransport
potentialwasproduced(Fig.7). Thismapshowsthatinafew
areas along the coast of the Iniskin Peninsula, particles up to
0.2min diameter (cobble and ﬁner size material)ifpresent in
the areas indicated could be transported by the tsunami. The
utility of this map is that it may be a useful guide to aid in
the search for tsunami deposits that could have been formed
by the 1883 tsunami.
5.2 Tsunami generation at West Island
A debris avalanche entering Cook Inlet at West Island with
the physical dimensions and properties given in Table 1 is
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also capable of producing a tsunami. Our modeling results
describe a debris avalanche that reaches the shoreline with a
speed of about 97m/s and travels about 6500m beyond the
shoreline. The tsunami generated by the mass ﬂow travels
northwest and is largely conﬁned to the area between Ur-
sus Cove and Kamishak Bay (Fig. 8). The tsunami reaches
the northern Kamishak Bay coastline in about 10min where
maximum water amplitudes are 10–17m (Fig. 8). In Ursus
Cove and Bruin Bay, maximum water amplitudes are 3–4m
(Fig. 8). On Augustine Island itself, the maximum water am-
plitude from a secondary wave is 19m on West Island and
up to 10m on the west side of the island (Fig. 8). The sed-
iment transport potential of the tsunami is shown on Fig. 9
and indicates that if appropriate sediment is present, areas
along Bruin Bay and Ursus Cove could be expected to expe-
rience transport of cobble and ﬁner material, whereas clasts
up to 2.0m in diameter could be transported in the Rocky
Cove area (Fig. 9). This suggests that these areas would be
good locations to search for tsunami deposits that could be
associated with the West Island debris avalanche.
5.3 Tsunami generation by future debris avalanche on east
ﬂank
Our ﬁnal numerical simulation involves a hypothetical de-
bris avalanche entering Cook Inlet from the east ﬂank of Au-
gustine Volcano. We use a physical description of the debris
avalanche that is the same as the mass ﬂow entering the sea at
Burr Point (Table 1) and ﬁnd that the ﬂow has an impact ve-
locity of 117m/s and travels about 9400m beyond the shore-
line before stopping. The resulting tsunami is directed east-
northeast of Augustine Island, reaching the Homer-Anchor
Point area in about 1h and the Iniskin Peninsula on the west
side of Cook Inlet in about 25min (Fig. 10). Maximum water
amplitudes associated with the leading wave of the tsunami
are about 5m along the coastline in the vicinity of Anchor
Point, 3m at Nanwalek, and 4m at Point Bede (Fig. 11). On
the west side of Cook Inlet, the maximum water amplitudes
of the tsunami are 2.5m at Oil Bay and up to 5m along the
coast just north of Spring Point (Fig. 11).
Sediment transport potential associated with an east ﬂank
tsunami is shown on Fig. 12. There are only a few areas
where sediment transport is possible such as at Anchor Point
and along the west side of Cook Inlet at the head of Oil Bay
and east of Spring Point.
5.4 Potential hazards
The numerical modeling scheme used to simulate tsunami
generation and propagation also is conﬁgured to provide in-
formation about some of the potential hazards associated
with tsunami waves. Walder et al. (2006) show how the
output from the tsunami simulations can be used to develop
derivative maps showing the effects of tsunami attack on
ships, people, and structures, as well as wave arrival and de-
parture. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all
of the methods used to make these maps and the reader is
referred to Walder et al. (2006) for further details. Below
we present a few examples of the types of hazard maps that
can be derived from our numerical tsunami simulations. We
focus on the possible hazards associated with north and east
directed mass ﬂows, because according to our modeling re-
sults these have the greatest potential for initiating far ﬁeld
tsunamis.
Figure 13 shows the maximum water velocity, Umax, at
about one half the water depth for a mass ﬂow initiated
tsunami originating at Burr Point (Fig. 13a) and from the east
ﬂank of Augustine Volcano (Fig. 13b). These maps provide
an example of how the simulation results can be used to eval-
uate the potential for tsunami waves to displace small boats
at anchor. The maximum force required to move an anchor
at rest is deﬁned in terms of the “holding power” (Fh) of the
anchor (Hunley and Lemley, 1980). Boat anchors may be
displaced during a tsunami when the drag force on the an-
chor line exceeds the holding power of the anchor. The drag
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Fig. 10. Map of southern Cook Inlet showing leading wave arrival times (in seconds) for tsunami initiated on the east ﬂank of Augustine
Volcano (location shown by red star). The simulation results indicate that a tsunami with an amplitude of 75cm reaches Homer Spit in about
65min.
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force (Fd) on the anchor line is given by:
Fd ≈ ρwU2
maxhDa (9)
where ρw is the density of water, h is water depth, and Da
is the diameter of the anchor line. The limiting condition for
displacement of the anchor line is
Umax ≈
p
Fh/ρwhDa (10)
The variables Fh and Da depend on the type of anchor, sub-
strate conditions, and the size of the boat, and thus, it is not
possible to use one value for Umax to evaluate anchor sta-
bility during a tsunami. Typical values for small boats are
Fh=300kg and Da=15mm. Taking ρw=1000kg/m3 and
h=10m, Umax≈1.4m/s; if h=60m, Umax≈0.5m/s. For the
above conditions, small boats anchored in Cook Inlet at wa-
ter depths in the range of 10–60m could be displaced if
Umax≥0.5m/s. Figure 14 shows areas of the tsunami do-
main where water velocity (Umax) is >0.5m/s, >1.0m/s, and
>1.5m/s for a north directed debris avalanche (Fig. 13a) and
an east directed debris avalanche (Fig. 13b). These maps in-
dicate where boats at anchor could be displaced and give a
sense of the relative risk and areas of safe anchorage.
Although it is unlikely that people would be along the
shoreline and caught completely unaware of a tsunami from
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Augustine, the approach of Walder et al. (2006) may be used
to illustrate plausible tsunami effects on people. A person
will be swept off their feet if the water speed of an incoming
tsunami exceeds some critical value (Ua) deﬁned as:
Ua ≈
r
µmg
ρwCdDlDa
(11)
where m is the person’s mass, Da is distance from the sole
of the foot to the ankle, and Dl is a typical “diameter” of
the leg below the ankle. Equation (11) does not account for
the buoyancy effects associated with parts of the body below
water. Moreover, for water depth greater than some value
Dmax, which we suggest is about 10Da, it is unlikely that
an individual could stand upright, even if water velocity is
low. Thus, we use the following expression for critical water
depth (hc):
hc ≈ 10Da

1 −
Umax
Uref

(12)
where Uref=2.5m/s, which is about half of the value of Ua.
We use Equation (12) to deﬁne a threshold condition for hc
and map out areas where Ua and hc are exceeded by the
tsunami wave (Fig. 14). This map can be used to indicate po-
tential tsunami hazards to humans along the coastline. The
analysis shows that for an east directed wave, hazardous ar-
eas along the coastline exist in the vicinity of Homer, An-
chor Point, at the head of Kachemak Bay, and at Nanwalek.
Various areas along the coastline north of Augustine Island
would be hazardous to humans for both east and north di-
rected tsunamis (Fig. 14) although no town or village in this
area has a year-round population.
6 Tsunami hazard relative to storm surge
To establish a hazard context for tsunamis originating at Au-
gustine Island, it is reasonable to compare the results of our
numerical simulations, as well as historical reports of waves,
to another class of coastal hazard, severe storms and storm
surge. Wind-generated storm waves in lower Cook Inlet are a
product of the maximum sustained wind, which is deﬁned as
the average sustained wind over a period of one minute. The
maximumsustainedwindhasanassociatedmaximumsignif-
icant wave that is determined from the average height of the
highest one third of all waves (Thom, 1973a, b). For lower
Cook Inlet, maximum sustained winds of 37m/s (72 knots)
have a return period of about 5 years and such winds pro-
duce a maximum signiﬁcant wave of about 12.5m (Wise et
al., 1977). This is higher than the highest tsunami amplitudes
we estimate by numerical simulation, as well as the maxi-
mum wave heights reported for the 1883 tsunami. Thus, we
reach the perhaps surprising conclusion that wind-generated
storm waves are likely to be more severe than tsunamis gen-
erated by mass ﬂows from Augustine Volcano. Volcanic un-
rest at Augustine Volcano may be detected months before an
actual eruption (Power, 1988) and the conditions required for
ﬂank collapse are unlikely to develop without notice before
an event occurs. Thus, in contrast to large wind-driven storm
waves, where advance warning may only be a few hours to
days, a ﬂank collapse leading to a tsunami could be detected
monthstoweeksinadvanceoftheevent. Whileitisclearthat
debris avalanche triggered tsunamis at Augustine can form
and resulting hazards may be signiﬁcant, for populated areas
along the Kenai Peninsula, it is not likely that these events
will be any more severe than large storm waves.
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Fig. 13. Portions of the tsunami domain north of Augustine Is-
land where water velocity is greater than 0.5m per second, greater
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tsunami initiated by a mass ﬂow entering the sea at (a) Burr Point,
and (b) from the east ﬂank of Augustine Volcano. These are areas
where small boats at anchor could be displaced by the tsunami.
7 Discussion and conclusions
The numerical simulations we present here indicate that cold
volcanic mass ﬂows (debris avalanches) originating at Au-
gustine Volcano that enter the sea could trigger tsunamis.
Paradoxically, despite the high number of debris avalanches
produced at Augustine Volcano during the past several mil-
lennia, geologic evidence of tsunami inundation associated
with these avalanches is very limited throughout southern
Cook Inlet (Waythomas, 2000). The lack of unambigu-
ous geologic evidence for late Holocene tsunami inunda-
tion along the coastline of southern Cook Inlet remains enig-
matic. Possible explanations include: low tide emplacement
of most debris avalanches, inadequate evaluation of proper
localities and sites favorable to preservation of tsunami de-
posits, and lack of suitable source or supply of offshore sed-
iment to produce tsunami deposits. The sediment transport
maps we present here could help redirect ﬁeld studies aimed
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at ﬁnding tsunami deposits. The numerical simulations we
performed used a high tide boundary condition, and thus our
results provide a “worst-case” scenario for potential tsunami
hazards. High tide in southern Cook Inlet occurs twice daily
for about four hours each tidal cycle. Our analysis also in-
dicates that east directed debris avalanches similar in size
or larger than the 1883 Burr Point debris-avalanche deposit
are potentially the most hazardous for areas along the south-
western Kenai Peninsula coastline. Although volcanic mass
ﬂows on the east side of Augustine Island have been rec-
ognized and mapped (B´ eg´ et and Kienle, 1992; Waitt, et al.,
1996), and bathymetric information indicates that offshore
deposits are present (Fig. 2), these deposits have received far
less attention than the Burr Point and West Island deposits
and should be a topic of future study. The present summit
conﬁguration of Augustine Volcano consists of a nested se-
quence of lava domes within a small somma-like ediﬁce that
is open to the north-northwest. Thus, future eruptions of Au-
gustine Volcano that involve lava dome collapse and debris
avalanche formation are likely to be directed to the north-
northwest and not eastward. However, the distribution of
known debris-avalanche deposits indicates that all ﬂanks of
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the volcano have been swept by debris avalanches and if con-
ditions at the volcano change rapidly during the course of a
future eruption, an east-directed mass ﬂow could occur.
Our simulation results also indicate that mass ﬂow gener-
ated tsunamis pose a hazard to people, boats, and structures
(should they be erected) along the coastline west and north of
Augustine Island from Kamishak Bay north to about Spring
Point. Because this segment of the coastline is closest to Au-
gustine Volcano, mass ﬂow initiated tsunamis would affect
these areas the most.
Compared to large wind-driven storm waves in southern
Cook Inlet with return periods of only a few years, a ﬂank
collapse at Augustine Volcano leading to a tsunami is an in-
frequent event and is not likely to happen without signiﬁcant
precursory activity that would be readily detected. While it
is clear that debris avalanche triggered tsunamis at Augustine
can form and may pose some signiﬁcant coastal hazards for
areas near Augustine Island. Our analysis indicates that far
ﬁeld wave effects on populated areas along the Kenai Penin-
sula coastline are unlikely to be any more severe than regu-
larly occurring large storm waves and storm surge.
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